This paper proposes an improved Valley-Fill (VF) 
Introduction
Fluorescent lamp is popular and efficient lighting system used throughout the world, even if they are more complex and more than simple incandescent light bulb and need a big fixture and electronic ballast. And fluorescent electronic ballasts supply has become the most popular lighting system because of its high luminous efficiency, noise and didn't hear no more, to light the weight and volume of the flash.
However electronic ballasts without power factor correction use a electrolytic filter input rectifier voltage. The result of low power factor (PF) < 0.6) and high input current total harmonic distortion (> 130%) no matter the performance of the verification and good results of the lamp current top factors [1] . There are two ways to overcome these shortcomings soil particles and the passive: actively method. PFC Use single grade inverter (SSI), combined with the active power factor correction (PFC) phase to the resonant inverter stage has been developed to replace the traditional two phase methods [2] . The boost converter is a popular choice in design, when it is in service industry management discontinuous conduction mode. But it also has very high voltage stress shortcoming in dc-link capacitors and switch. Generally speaking, ballast control circuit is always needed a complex dc-link and the control voltage, output current and sharing switch conduction loss. Increase
In this paper, modify VF ballast and extended the conduction time with current fed resonant inverter driving circuit and lights. This VF can reduce output capacitance of the voltage circuit, the neighboring line current conduction time will be extended. This is achieved by inserting a voltage doublers. This is a charge spike contributor of harmonic current can also be modified VF ballast circuit analysis. Input the inductance of the circuit to act like and promote people help to create inductance line current to be automatic. Because of using current fed resonant inverter, there is no need to use the isolated transformer or opto provide separate the coupler drive circuit [9] .
Analysis
Working principle and key waveforms of the original valley summarizes fill circuit [14] , and Fig. 1 respectively and Fig. 2 . When the voltage reached a maximum (Vp), each one capacitor C1 and C2 are charged in Vp / 2 and series, when the voltage instantaneous peak value is less than its value divided by two (Vp / 2), the capacitance C1 and C2 off and, through the diode, parallel and D7 abate effect. This traditional VF ballast produce a envelope, dc voltage of the 50% peak lamp current, the results in high top factor and shorten the envelope lamp life. When the voltage drop to less than single capacitor voltage, bridge rectifier charged to the broken line current is limited, only for the sharp line period. Most of the input current distortion caused by these intermittent, cross, and then positive, negative in each period. Peak charging spike is also a harmonic current main origin. So to improve standards (I) type circuit the input current waveform distortion must reduce (2) the top of the Tiberius spikes charging electric current wave must be suppressed [15] .
In order to keep continuous current line in the voltage type from, shall not be less than half of the peak during the input voltage. Because only half of the peak appears on each capacitor voltage and discharge, they are in parallel. As electricity transmission a lot of time in the conduction current waveform a small amount of power will be asked to supplement the lack of current in the piece. The same amplitude is small is missing parts in the cross, but at present, the amplitude of higher levels of main transmission in the period.
The modified VF circuit Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows. Fixed VF circuit has a voltage doublers and three additional resistances. Waveform figure shows the circuit is, and put forward improving adjacent VF ballast circuit output to replace pure resistance. Modification of the filtrate VF is 1.0. This series voltage doublers configuration is in such a way that it can provide a small amount of power, the main circuit of improvement, namely intersection point. Capacitor voltage doublers can be used for less than its values C1 orders of magnitude and C2. Under normal conditions, the voltage doublers energy absorbed completely type main circuit of the period, but it comes into play continue to draw in current line. So the input current transmission Angle is widening. However peak charging current spike is still a contributor harmonic. In order to reduce line current total harmonic distortion, it is required to suppress the peak current spike charge. Insert the resistance will remove the intersection of the charging ear and improve the quality of the input current.
The modified VF ballast and another compared the modified VF ballast [12] , as shown in figure 6 modify another VF capacitor branch inserted. This VF ballast, conduction come [12] the input line of current more than the modified VF ballast, already developed fell 11.82% to 16.9%, is the modified VF ballast. Figure 6 . Modified VF ballast [12] .
The schematic diagram of the current fed resonant inverter is shown in figure 7 . The current fed resonant inverter by two input inductance (L1 and L2 suffocate). Key operational principle that current source inverter in the [11] , apply the basic analysis. Equation (1)- (3) emphasize voltage gain, corner frequency and quality factor, respectively. Resonance circuit operation should be lower than resonance; diode reverse recovery loss can be minimized [10] . 
Simulation Results
The calculations of the resonant circuit parameters are performed according to [12] . Table 1 lists all the circuit components value and their corresponding part numbers. The performance of the proposed circuit is simulated in ORCAD 9.2 and the results realized in the software are presented. This valley-fill circuit, shown in figure 4 , capacitance C1 and C2 effective weakened effect and D7 parallel through the input line voltage is lower than each of the capacitors voltage. When the input voltage is greater than the load voltage, rectifier, D7 abate effect is reverse biased, and provide load current directly from the line. When the input sided dice started more than the sum of the voltage C1 and C2 voltage.
The input current input voltage and the modified VF ballast. As shown in figure 8 . The analog input line current proposed circuits. As shown in figure 9 . Input line current of [12] VF ballast is shown in figure is. 10. For the proposed circuit simulation is developed by 11.82%, as shown in figure waveform 11 points. And VF ballast [12] compared with 16.9% of tension, as shown in figure 12 . The proposed power factor comparison VF circuit reports VF ballast [12] in figure 13 and 14 figure. 
Conclusions
Modify VF ballast and extended, reduce line current conduction point of view, an approximation. The drawbacks of the traditional see VF ballast circuit design eliminated. Ballast circuit also kept a isolating device driver circuit. This change VF ballast power factor, reach above 0.95 11.82% of the development. The simulation results show that the improved VF ballast circuit is a very ideal, and the application of electronic ballasts.
